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the tale of a special trip from Glasgow to St Kilda St Kilda: A Journey to the End of the Wolrd in
1911. St Kilda: A trip to the tip of the realm is the tale of a trip from Glasgow to St Kilda, utilizing
a special photograph album exhibiting the travel that travelers might take once they went to go
to the distant island staff of St Kilda. utilizing a different sequence of images, many taken at the
island of Hirta, the path is traced throughout the Western Isles and takes in Coll, Tiree, Skye,
North and South Uist and St Kilda itself. The album itself used to be present in a Bristol antiques
reasonable and the writer gathered one other forty or so interval photos and brochures to track
the path from Glasgow's Anderston Quay down the Clyde to Village Bay in St Kilda.
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